5.3.2

RSS Dates/times fixed
Flash Game Distribution should work (fill database still doesn't though)
HTML tags stripped from game descriptions when downloading from feeds
Optional choice to use ID's in game tag URL's
.htaccess update - Non-latin characters should now work in URL's
Delete game buttons are now the right way around (before the buttons did the opposite of what they were supposed to do)

5.3.1

Fixed miscellaneous highscore issues
	Delete buttons being visible to all users
	Mysql error when loading second page of scores
	Score submission resulting in whole page being loaded into highscores area
	Leaderboard id's not being recorded properly

Fixed editing gamepack games
Stripped html tags from the RSS feed

5.3

New game feeds:
	Playtomic
	Flash Game Distribution 
	Kongregate
New look admin panel, neater and refined
Pagination on members list, search and news
Specify extra limits to the mochi feed
Order games by category in the admin panel
Profile 'interests' reinstated
Report game returned to nicer inline popup
Support for mochi games with multiple leaderboards
Ability to delete highscores from the front-end
Option to turn off downloading tags from mochi
Deleting a game gives option to delete files from server
Deleting a user will delete all their data and avatar
Deleting a category will ask you to move its games into another
Support for DCR games, images and iframe web pages
Uploading an avatar replaced previous file
Search while typing on selected admin pages
Enter a url and download a file from an external source when adding a game
Maintenence mode
Clickable link in registration email
Cut-out downloading feed to server (admin/tmp folder)
Dates and thumbnails in the RSS feed
New fullscreen mode for flash games

5.2.2

Workaround for report system clashing with flash

5.2.1

Fixed not being able to delete guest reports
Fixed referrals when SEO is set to off
Fixed referrals giving an additional 50 points
Fixed a Facebook connect issue
Language character conversion on game tags
Tags can now have spaces
Tag cloud limit removed, will show all tags with 2+ games
Profile highscores game name shortened when necessary 
Fixed some mochi games failing to install
Add game form resets on save

5.2

Game tags
User referral 
Highscore support
News comments
Facebook connect
Report games and comments
Ads before games & Ad manager
Social bookmarks & short URL's
reCaptcha on signup
IP address tracking and search

Reorder categories
Publish/Hide games
Images in modules
Can decide if a page appears in the menu
Date added for games & comments
Edit 'points' values in admin
Mochi jigsaw category
Sort member list
Comment flood protection
And many minor fixes

5.1.5

Fixed some mochi games from getting a mysql error when installed

5.1.4

Fixed add_comment.php so it cannot be easily refreshed to add points to a user
Downloading a game via autopost will remove it from the feed in the admin
ANOTHER wysiwyg editor due to the other missing some things
SEO Links added to the RSS feed
Fixed default avatar on the edit profile page
Fixed links not working when they contain a "&"
Changed javascript variable name to make it compatible with various other scripts like jquery 
SEO Link added to full screen

5.1.3

Users can change their password
New (hopefully better) admin wysiwyg editor
Unregistered users game plays are counted correctly
Half star ratings now work (to fix and recalculate ratings go to 'settings' in the admin and click 'Recalculate game ratings'
Pimp my / Customise category in mochi saves correctly
Fixes for converting non-ascii characters in certain areas
Fixed slashes appearing on a newly added game's name

5.1.2

Fixed games in IE not displaying

5.1.1

Game plays will only be registered after 10 seconds of the page loading in an attempt to eliminate multiple plays being counted at once 
PM Message counter will no longer be incorrect (if currently incorrect it will correct itself after a message is received, deleted or read)
Fixed downloading games via Mochi Autopost
Favicon included by default
Added option to filter characters for SEO. More info on the forums.

5.1

Mochi
Added mochi autopost - URL can be found in mochi settings
Added featured games category
Added option to embed game directly from mochi's website rather than download
Made it so that the correct page is selected on the dropdown when changing the page
Game preview closes after game is downloaded

Game management
Game & Thumbs drop-downs are now alphabetical

Admin
Widened the search box
Page returns to the top when a new page is selected
Fixed cancelling deleting a category

Front-end
You can now sort categories by rating

General fixes
PM's without a subject will now have the subject set as 'No subject' rather than blank and unclickable


5.0.1

Fixed links to categories on the homepage
Fixed the default language charset so that non-Latin characters display correctly (with thanks to Mark)
Fixed PNG avatar uploading in Internet Explorer
Fixed downloading mochi games with apostrophes in
When installing AV Arcade Pro the MySQL tables are now set to the default charset in your MySQL configuration rather than latin
